
RTX A/S - a growing business driven by digitali-
zation and the demand for mobility and secure 
transmission. RTX has successfully finalized 
more than 1,000 wireless projects, ODM or 
OEM solutions in collaboration with global 
technology brands - from initial design, develop-
ment, testing and production. RTX operates 
through the business areas: Enterprise commu-
nications, ProAudio solutions, and Healthcare 
technology with a broad exposure to global 
brands in many different industries. Join us and 
be a part of a leading provider of wireless 
solutions.
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RTX designs and manufactures innovative wireless 
communication solutions that are resold by world-leading 
brands to customers across the globe. 

After more than 25 years in the industry, RTX has extensive 
experience with the design, development and production of 
advanced wireless solutions. The company’s products have 
three main application areas: Business communication 
solutions such as wireless handsets and headsets, 
professional audio which includes wireless microphones 
and other solutions for concerts and conferences, and 
healthcare solutions where wireless systems are used for 
monitoring critically ill patients, among others. »We are 
an original design manufacturer, ODM, which means our 
customers buy our products and rebrand them. Our logo 
is never visible, so we are like the secret ingredient in the 
sauce,« says Peter Røpke, CEO of RTX. 

UNFOLD YOUR AMBITIONS 
IN AN INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
Most of the customers are world-leading global enterprises, 
and RTX itself is an international company with offi ces 

in Hong Kong and the USA. »We offer our employees a 
multitude of opportunities for unfolding their technical 
ambitions and developing their skills in an international 
environment where they get to cooperate with customers 
and technology partners around the world. At the same 
time, we have an informal working atmosphere where we 
practice freedom with responsibility,« says Peter Røpke.

Innovation is an important part of RTX’s mission. The 
company strives to stay on the forefront of the technical 
disciplines of its fi eld, e.g. by cooperating with master’s 
students and PhDs from the universities.

CREATE VALUE FOR CUSTOMERS
RTX is looking for engineers with strong technical skills 
in software and systems design or an interest in project 
management or technical key account management. »On 
one hand, our company is very technical and geeky, but on 
the other hand, we are also commercial. We want to create 
ground-breaking technologies while also creating value for 
our customers and end-users. That is the basic premise,«
Peter Røpke concludes.   
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